We report a new determination of charmed D meson absolute branching fractions based on complete reconstruction of DD events at the $(3770). Two backgrounds, Cabibbo suppressed and multi-x0 D decays, are addressed in detail.
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The first measurement of the decay Do + K-r+7r07ro establishes the sensitivity to hitherto unobserved multi-x' modes. Removal of both backgrounds reduces the values of our previously reported branching fractions by 21 -24%, leaving their ratios largely unchanged. The new values are unable to account fully for a reported deficit in charm production in B meson decay. MeV/c2, eliminating 90% of the background with a loss of efficiency of 5 30%
for each mode. The fraction of signal events (f& remaining after the AM cut for each final state is given in Table I .
To verify that the AM requirement provides sufficient background rejection regardless of the source, Monte Carlo simulations of all contributing topologies were generated and compared with the data. Measurements of many Cabibbo suppressed decays["' and of several modes containing a single 7r" already exist;[" no data has heretofore been available on decays with two or more QT"S. Examination of the double tags containing candidates for Do -+ K-rr+7ro indicates, however, the presence of an additional x o in a subset of events that survive the kinematic fit but fail the AM cut. These events, which form the largest background to K-r+7r" in the previous analysis, arise from the multi-r' decay Do + K-r+n"ro.
W e observe 24 f 5 events with 7% efficiency in fully reconstructed DoDo events along with K+rr-(see Fig. 3 ).
To further test our understanding of the identification and rejection of these backgrounds, a study of the absolute number of signal events removed by the AM cut is presented in Table I Table II ; a x2 of 3.5 for 5 and 1.8 for 3 degrees of freedom is obtained for the Do and D+ fits, respectively.
The Bi so obtained are given in Table III 
